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Multiple Configurations
EnVision comes standard in 42”, 60” and 84” widths and can be 
designed as a single, double or triple tier configuration. Each 
tier can support single or dual Slat-Wall sections for a track 
height of 7-1/2” or 15”. Combine multiple widths with your 
choice of corner angles to create the perfect solution.

Multiple Work Surface Options
Choose from multiple work surface options.  Our proprietary 
Endurance Plus, Comfort Edge and laminate with Safeguard 
are available for EnVision consoles.

Adjustable Monitor Mounts
VESA-compliant pivot/tilt mounts easily attach monitors to 
the Slat-Wall and provide smooth pivot and pitch adjustment 
for optimal viewing angles and ergonomic sight lines.

Slat-Wall Accessories
Put the finishing touches on your console and maximize it’s 
functionality with a wide variety of accessories specifically 
designed to mount on EnVision’s Slat-Wall.

Slat-Wall Mounting System
Constructed of high-quality extruded 6105-T5 aluminum, the 
Slat-Wall system can be designed as a 7-1/2”or 15” high 
solution designed to support a variety of monitor mounts 
and convenient accessories.  Multiple mounting positions on 
each tier means the Slat-Wall can be positioned exactly 
where you need it.

Extra-Deep Rear Cable Tray
Cable management should be convenient and flexible.  
EnVision Command Consoles come standard with a cable 
trough that simply hooks onto the Slat-Wall, no tools 
required.  Place the cable trough where you need it and 
you’ll have fast, easy access for installation, maintenance 
and upgrades.  The extra-deep design allows room for power 
outlets and large cable bundles on integrated lacing loops.

Work Surface Cable Tray
Located where you work the most, the integrated cable tray 
located behind the work surface keeps your work area clean 
and organized while protecting and organizing your wires and 
cables.

Adjustable CPU Holder 
CPU mount provides easy access to the front and 
rear of your computer system. The articulating mount 
extends forward, includes a 90° swivel, and fits CPUs from 
13-1/2” to 21-1/2”H by 5-3/8” to 9-3/8”W.

Powder-Coat Paint
EnVision’s steel infrastructure is coated with a durable black 
powder-coat paint that accentuates the work surface and Slat-
Wall. The elegant textured finish prevents fingerprints and 
provides uncompromising durability.

Removable Rear Access Panels
EnVision’s support legs feature full-length removable rear access 
panels to provide quick, easy access to cables for simple 
installation and reduced maintenance time.
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ENVISION CONSOLES
Winsted’s EnVision Command Console is the 
next-generation console built for today’s 
technology. A progressive new modular 
design offers the perfect balance of form, 
function and ergonomics suitable for any 
control room application large or small. 
EnVision features a modern, open architecture 
design without the limitations of predefined 
corner angles.

EnVision is available as a single, double 
or triple tier modular solution that can be 
expanded as needs and technology change. 
In any configuration, your sight lines and 
viewing angles will be ergonomically correct 
and your operators will be comfortable and 
productive.

ENVISION
DOUBLE-TIER

MODEL#

B3065

Double-Tier EnVision console features a customized kidney bean 
shaped work surface with grey Safeguard Edge.  Comes complete with 
monitor mounts and task light as shown.

57-1/4”
(1454mm)

84”
(2134mm)

47-1/4”
(1200mm)

BLACK GRAPHITE NEBULA
SAFEGUARD EDGE

DOUBLE-TIER
15” HIGH

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH

COLOR WORK SURFACE COLOR SLAT-WALL

DOUBLE-TIER ENVISION CONSOLE 
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ENVISION
THREE POSITION

MODEL#

B3066

Three-Position EnVision Console comes complete with six pivot/tilt 
monitor mounts and three radial credenzas for ample storage.

40-1/8”
(1019mm)

122”
(3099mm)

122”
(3099mm)

BLACK VOUS METAL
SAFEGUARD EDGE

SINGLE-TIER
15” HIGH

HEIGHT WIDTH DEPTH

COLOR WORK SURFACE COLOR SLAT-WALL

THREE-POSITION ENVISION CONSOLE 
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ENVISION ACCESSORIES

30178 B3053

MODEL#

30178
B3053

Articulating arm monitor mount features adjustable tension at pivot points for 
customized control suitable for touchscreen use. Designed for 10” - 30” monitors and 
is compatible with 75 x 75mm and 100 x 100mm VESA mounting patterns. Mounts 
have a weight capacity of 25 pounds.  Arm extends 20.08” and features 13” of dynamic 
height adjustment using smooth-motion gas spring technology.  Silver finish.

Articulating arm monitor mount - Vertical Slat-Wall
Articulating arm monitor mount - Sloped Slat-Wall

10 LBS.
13 LBS.

DESCRIPTION WEIGHT

HEIGHT-ADJUSTABLE PIVOT/TILT MONITOR MOUNTS

MODEL#

30031

4U rack cabinet easily mounts to the sloped or vertical Slat-Wall tiers providing 
convenient access to rack mounted equipment.  Black textured powder coat finish.

9-1/8”H x 21-1/16”W x 6”D (232 x 535 x 152mm) 5 LBS.
DIMENSIONS WEIGHT

4U ENVISION RACK  MOUNT CABINET

MODEL#

B3055

Heavy-Duty construction provides a low-profile mounting solution for 32”-52” mon-
itors.  Mount allows 0-12° of tilt and has a weight capacity of 125 pounds.  Designed 
for vertical Slat-Wall.

16-1/2”H x 30-3/4” W x 2”D (419 x 781 x 51mm) 14 LBS.BLACK
OVERALL DIMENSIONS WEIGHTCOLOR

UNIVERSAL LARGE MONITOR MOUNT

B3055

30031

30175

30172

B3091

B3090

MODEL#

B3090

B3091

Monitor mount designed to mount to the sloped EnVision Slat-Wall.

Phone tray is designed to mount to the sloped EnVision Slat-Wall.

Adjustable phone tray - Sloped Slat-Wall

Articulating monitor mount - Sloped Slat-Wall

11 LBS.

8 LBS.

DESCRIPTION WEIGHT

PHONE TRAY & MONITOR MOUNT

MODEL#

30175

30172

Monitor mount features adjustable tension at pivot points for customized control, 
suitable for touchscreen use.  Silver finish.

Articulating arm monitor mount features adjustable tension at pivot points for
customized control suitable for touchscreen use.  Silver finish.

Articulating arm monitor mount - Vertical Slat-Wall

Pivot/tilt monitor mount - Vertical and Sloped Slat-Wall

6 LBS.

4 LBS.

DESCRIPTION WEIGHT

MONITOR MOUNTS
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ENVISION ACCESSORIES

MODEL#

W5665

B3056

Optional Task Light features a three-bar design for ultimate reach and flexibility.  
The ultra-adjustable LED head can spin in its socket, sweep side to side, and rotate 
around the end of the arm to point in any direction.  Dimming is easily controlled 
by a touchstrip located near the LED head for easy access.

LED task light - Vertical Slat-Wall

LED task light - Sloped Slat-Wall

4 LBS.

4 LBS.

DESCRIPTION WEIGHT

CONTEMPORARY LED TASK LIGHT

30080

W5665
B3056

MODEL#

30080

This convenient accessory tray mounts to the rear of the sloped EnVision Slat-Wall.  
The surface is 16” wide by 8” deep and has a 20 pound weight capacity.  Black 
textured powder coat finish.

EnVision accessory tray 4 LBS.
DESCRIPTION WEIGHT

REAR ACCESSORY TRAY FOR SLOPED SLAT-WALL

MODEL#

B3099

Mounts to the underside of any EnVision work surface.  Pulls out 12-3/4” (324mm). 
Black formed plastic.

2-3/8”H x 13-3/4”W x 18”D (60 x 349 x 457mm) 4 LBS.
DIMENSIONS WEIGHT

ENVISION PENCIL DRAWER

MODEL#

B3098

Fits CPUs from 13-1/2” to 21-1/2” High (343 to 546mm) by 5-3/8” to 9-3/8” Wide 
(137 to 238mm). Black finish.

Extends forward with 90° swivel 12 LBS.
DESCRIPTION WEIGHT

PULLOUT, SWIVEL CPU MOUNT

MODEL#

30701

Lighted On/Off switch. Mounts inside rear lift-off cable tray.  Features a 15 foot cord.

Six-outlet 4 LBS.15 12-1/4” (311mm)
DESCRIPTION AMP OUTLET LENGTH WEIGHT

POWER OUTLET WITH CIRCUIT BREAKER 30701
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LAMINATE WITH SAFEGUARD  Choose from a broad range of colors, textures 
and patterns. We supply laminates from all the major manufacturers. The high 
pressure laminate is permanently bonded to an industrial grade 45 lb. density 
particle board core for strength. The work surface is finished with our durable 
Safeguard Edge.

TM

COMFORT EDGE   Our urethane Comfort Edge work surface offers the ultimate 
in flexibility and durability. The black urethane edge is molded to an industrial 
grade 45 lb. density particle board and is available in a wide variety of colors. 
The Comfort Edge work surface features a smooth, contoured profile to improve 
operator comfort and maximize productivity.

TM

WORK SURFACE - OPTIONS

ENDURANCE EGDE  Through a proprietary process, we insert a continuous 
protective bumper material in the front edge of the work surface. This protective 
bumper significantly increases the durability of the work surface, which is often 
subject to heavy physical stress in 24/7 control room environments.

TM

This interactive, user-friendly, 3D console design software program lets you use Winsted consoles and furniture to quickly design 
control room solutions that meet your needs.  WELS is easy to use - and requires no additional design/CAD software to operate.

WELS  IS A WINSTED-EXCLUSIVE CONSOLE DESIGN SOFTWARE TOOL THAT MAKES 
CONTROL ROOM DESIGN AND LAYOUT FAST, EASY, ACCURATE AND FUN!

WINSTED EQUIPMENT LAYOUT SOFTWARE


